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ABSTRACT

This repon describes a system for rapid tool manufacturing based on the integrationof stereolithography
and thermal spraying. With stereolahography apparatus (SLA), plastic prototype models are buitl directly
from a vat of liquid photocurablepolymer by selectively solidifying it with a scanning laser beam. Thermal
spraying is then used to incrementally deposit metal onto the SLA models. A freestanding metal stmcture
Is formed by separating the metal shell from the plastic substrate. By Munting the shell in a frame and
backing it up with appropriate materials, a broad range of tooling can be fabricated including injection
molds. forming dies, and EDM eledrodes. The system integrates SLA and thermal spraying into a
CAD/CAM environment which Includes design evaluation tools, robotic spray capability, and computeraided process planning. Information flows efficiently Irom design through fabrication by incorporating a
common geometric modeling system for part and process representations. Our Wal is to demonstrate
that automating and integrating these processes, within a unified modeling environment, can significantly
improve productivity through greater design flexibility, rapid fabrication, and cost-reduction. We have
established the system framework and developed several of the system conponents. This report
describes a case-study forthe application of this technology to injection mold manufacture.
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1. Introduction
me capability to manufacture a wide variety of quality products in a timely and cost-effective response to
market requirements is the key to global con-petiiiveness.The opportunities for inproving fm3nUfa&ring
technology range across the entire spectrum of industries, materials, and manufaduring techniques.
There is no single technological innovatlcnwhich by itself will significantly improve productivity; rather it is
a systems issue which involves rethinklng many manufacturing activities. One such activity is the
manufacture of tooYng (Le. design, prototype, and fabtfcation) such as dies and molds required for the
hlgh-volumeproduction methods that generate most of our manufactured products. Tooling manufacture
is typically an expensive and Imeconson'hg process. The reasons lie not only in the fabrication costs
and time constraints imposed by conventional machining methods, but also in the organizational
framework. In most organizations, different groups ernpby different processes to design and
manufacture tools and products. And the expertise in tool design and pmdud design reside in dmerent
groups, impeding communications between them. The representational and physical models used in
design, prototyflng, and manufacturing, are otten incompatible with one another, so transitions between
the stages are time-consuming and error-prone. Prcducts men make Several complete cycles thmugh
design, prototyping, and fabricationbefore reaching mass production. Thus, new produd development or
product modification implies a long series of iterative changes for both pro€h~clmanufacturers and
toolmakers. For all these reasons, a rapid and smooth transition from product concept to massproduction remains a challenge.
This report describes the devebpment of a unified CAD/CAM tool manufacturingsystem to address this
challenge for an injeclion molding paradigm. In this system, both prototype and tooling fabrication are
based upon compatible shaping depositinn prooesses. while the underlying geometric and process
models share a common representational scheme. Our goal is to demnslrate that automating and
integrating these processes can sigr4fkantly improve productivity through greater design flexibiliiy, rapid
fabrication, and cost-reduction.
Shaping deposition processes build threedimensional shapes by incremental matmlal build up of thin
layers, and can make geometrically con-ptex parts with little difficulty. These processes include. selective
Iasw Sintering [4], IarWMIed &@ct marwfacturing[ll, balhstk powder metallurgy 1111, three dimensional
Our system incorporates the
printing[l;rl, stereolihography, and near-net thermal spraying.
commercially available technologies: stereolithography apparatus (SLA)and arc spray equipment.
Stereolithography' is a new process which mates phstlc models directly from a vat of llquid
photocurable polymer by SeJecUvetysoldifying it with a scanniw laser beam. As the laser beam draws
on the liquid Surface it create8 cross sections of the solid shape. Complete three dimensionalshapes are
built up by drawing cross-seclions on top of each other with each new layer, in turn, being lowered into
the vat by an elevator mechanism. It is the first commercialized system that constructs physical objecls
by simple scanning and would be infeaslMe without a CAD front end; for practicamy, the pads most be
designed on the computer. Stereolithography is excellent for rapidly producingplastic prototype models.
In arc spraying, metaI wire Is melted in an electric arc, atomized, and sprayed onto a substrate surface.
On contad, the sprayed material solidifies and f o r m a surface coating. Typical uses include applying

wear and heat resistant coatings, and worn part restoration. While such applications are wide-spread, the
use of thermal spraying to construct threedimensional near net shapes has received considerably less
attention. For this application, spray coatings are repeatedly applied to incrementally deposit multiple
fused layers which, when separated from the substrate, form a free-standing shell with the shape of the
Substrate surface. By mounting the shell in a frame and baMng il up with appropriate materials, a broad
range of tooling can be fabdcated including injection molds, forminp dies, and EDM elsctmdes. For
example, the cavities of injection molds can be fabricated by direct deposition of metal onto plastic SLA

'Sterediography has been mmmercialiredby 3D Sysms. Iffi. (Valenaa. California)
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models of the desired part and backing the framed shell with epoxy resins. Relatlve to conventional
machining methods, the sprayed metal tooling approach has the potential to more qui&ly and less
expensively produce tools, parliculady for those parts with complex shapes or large dimensions. Thus,
with stereolithographyan initial part shape or prototype is quickly created. Thermal spraying is then used
to make tools basedon the part shapes produced by stereolithography.
m e potential &led of combining thermal spraying wtth stereolithography to build tooling Is enhanced by
integrating and automating these processes within a unified CAWAM environment. The goal of
integration is to reduce the number of iterative cycles through design, prototyping. and fabrication. CADbased evaluation and modification tools can operate on design models to help the designer create
manufacturable designs and to help plan SLA part manufacture on the basis of requirements and
limitations of the downstream prccesses. For example, there are oertain shape features in thermally
sprayed parts which are dilficul to spray. The system should identify these features 60 that the designer
may modify them before reaching the fabrication stage. Another exanple 1s to automatically Critique
ejectability by analyzing if there is wffiaent draft for part ejection from an injection mold. If tapers are not
sufficient, the system should idenijfy this geometric problem and bring it to the designers anention.
Anothef step in the CAD/CAM approach is to autoMte the thermal spray process with robotics. Tooling
manufacture by thermal spraying is currently a laborintensive artform. Shffing emphasis to robotic
spraying, ddven by an off-line trajedory and process planner. will inprove t o o 1 ~
quality by achieving
consistent and predictable petformance of the sprayed metal shell.
Finally, the level of integration and the number of different models in this CAD/CAM system rewires
geometric representations that can be abstraded at several levels and that can be manipulated over
several dimensions. Rather than 10 use several afferent modellng envlronnmrPS which are customizedfor
the demands of each subsystem, the models in our framework for design, analysis, and fabrication share
a single common unifying geometric representation implemented in the sooftware modeling system,
NOODLES. Wth this approach, model manipulation capability is robust and models need not be
transformedbetween subsystems.
The system which we are devebping represents a signlflcant departure in tod manufacturingcompared
wlth conventlonal melhodolopies. The majority of ongoing research[12,3] focuses on automating

numerical control (NC) fabrication by removing material from metal blanks. Manufacturing a broad class
of complex geomeMes is difficult without extensive programmer and operator intervention, so NC
fabrication remains expensive and relatively time consuming. In addtion. the fabrication of prototype
parts has remained dispnt from the processes to fabricate the produdion part. In contrast, with SLA,
geometric complexity is not an issue, 60 complex metal shapes can be fabrkated by direct metal
deposition onto the SLA models. And, toollng fabdcation builds directly upon the protolyplng process.
Such Process compatibility and system integration will facilitate a continuous transition from design to
prototyping to mass product[on withln a single manufacturingenterprise.
This report describes the system framework and the components which have currently been developed,

and is organlzed as follows. First, the stereolithography and sprayed tooling processes are reviewed.
The procedures for spraying SLA m d e l patterns to build injedlon mold toollng are then described. A
case study for manufacturinga geometricallycomplex plastic turbine-bladedesign using these processes
is presented. The limlations of the sprayed tooling method are Identified, and some potential solutions
are Suggested. Next, the geometric representation NOODLES and its applications to CAD/CAM modeling
and process planning are described. A framework for planning robotic spraying is then presented. The
actual robotic spray testbed faality is currently being bullt. The raport concludes by outlining the ultimate
system which we envision.
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2. Stereolithography
Quickly creating protoiype parts is useful for visualization, model building, deslgn verification, and
rnarketlng evaluation. Highly skilled model builders rely on mnventbnal machining, NC machining, and
clay for prototyping, and mst work closely wlth parl designers to assure proper interpretation of the
design drawings, sketches, or computer mnderings. The process is costly and time-consuming,
particularlyfor complex geometdes
Stereolithography is one process which attempts to solve these problems by qoickiy making plastic
prototypes of arbitrary geometric complexity directly from the computer models of the parls. The
stereolithography apparatus (SLA) does not require experienced model makers and the machine runs
unattended once the buildng operation is started. It is relatively straightlotward for the designer to
program and run the SLA.
SLA is the pcoducl of 30 Systems, Inc. of Valencia, California. Their system, which is depicted in Figure
2-1, is conposed of a vat of photosensitiveliquid polymer, an x-y scanning ultraviolet laser beam with a
0.010 inch beam diameter. a z-axiselevator in the vat, and a process control mmplter. The laser light is
focused on the Ilquids sudace and cures the polymer. making solid forms wherever the focused light has
scanned. The depth of cure is dosage dependent and is a function of the laser power and scanning
speed. The process controlcomputer is coupled to a u a r supplied CAD solid modeling system. The vat
dimensions are 9 Inches in length, width, and height (20 inch vats are In devekpment). The physical
object to be mated, as described by a boundary representation modep, Is R m t 'sliced' into thin crossseclional layers along the z-axis. For each slice, the laser's traieaoty is dictated by the cross-sections
boundary and by the bounded region.

Mirror

UV Curable
Liquid

flgum 2-1: StereolithographyApparatus
The elevator platform is IniIially positioned at the surfaceof the liquid. As the laser draws a cross-section
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in the x-y plane, a solid layer is formed on the ebvator platform. After the first slice has been scanned,
the plaiform is lowered in preparation for the next layer. The layer thicknesses typically vary between
0.005 to 0.020 inches. The next layer is then drawn in the same way and adheres to the previous layer.
As succeeding layers are formed, a three-dimensional plastic object builds up in the vat, g m i n g from
bottomto top.
To wet the newly solifled layer with fresh liquid in preparation for making the next layer, the elevalor IS
bwered well below the liquid surface albwing the liquid to flow over formed layer. The elevator is then

raised to the next layer's scanning position. The polymers are fairly viscous (imagine warm honey), So
some time is required to permit the liquid surface of the vat to again become flat. This dipping process
takes some time, called the 'dipdelay'. The dipdelay becomes qu#e bng for very thin slice thicknesses
since it takes bnger for a thin layer of &quidto level out than for a thick layer. It also becomes longer as
the surface area increases.
To save time, the SLA h e r does not fully cure each crass sadion. Rather the laser cures the boundary
of a section, and then cures an internal structure, or honeycomb, that tmps the uncured fluid. Top and
bottom surfaces, on the other hand, are fully cured. These surfaces are cured by commanding the laser
to draw the whole surface with overlapping lines; the result of this operation is called skin-fill. This
operation is applied to layers that are horizontal and layers that are nearly horizontal. Final curing under
separate ultraviolet ilghts mlidilies the complete part.

Planning the SLA process consists of several interrelated decisions. Tradeoffs between these decisions

can directly affect the speed of making a part, includng p o s t p m ~ d n gtime, the part's dimensional
accuracy, and the surface quallty of the part. Briefly, the primary decisions indude:
Supporf Strwture Design: Part designs must incorporatesupport stn~ctures,such as trusses,
buttresses, and piers, to support cross-sections during construction and to support the entire
structure until it is fully cured. For example in Figure 2-2, when the first layer of the ledge is
drawn it is thin and fragile and may break otf or warp without additional support. A truss is
therefore provided to support the ledge. Also, in the figure, when the first layer of the
overhang is drawn, # is not connected to the rest of the pa17 t e d y and would float away
without the additional pier support.
The support structures are broken off and sanded down after the model is fully cured. It is
desirable to use mlnirnal supporf structure to rtW'imize the amwnt of manual postprocessing
required, as Well as m4nimze the time requiredto draw the struaures.

Part Orienlatiun: The orientation of the part in the vat affects all aspeds of the SLA process
performance, parttcularly surface quasly, build time, and support structure conplexity.
Sloped GurfacBs in the SLA process inherently have a stepped surface texture due to the
2-1/2 dimensional layered build up. This effect can be minimized by orienting surfaces to
give them steep sbpes or, best, by placing them in a horizontal orientation. While reducing
the stepped surface, though, this may detract from other performance aspects. For example,
a long, narrow,cyhnder will build quickly if it is buB on its side. This yields a highly stepped
Surface. though. Reorienting the part with its major axis in the z diredbn will eliminate the
stepped surface, but with the side effect of greatly increasing build time because of the
greater number of layers. The support structure, however, is simplified to merely supporting
the bottom, in contrast to supporting a whole side. The designer/SlA programmer must
weigh these process decisions against one another in order to meet an overall goal of, say,
minimum build time, best surface quality, or minimum support st~cture.
*Slice Thickn~SseS:The slice thickness may be varied within a pad, thinner sections
contributing to b i t e r appearance of the sloped surfaces. However. thinner sections increase
the build times by requiring more layers and longer dipdelays Another tradeoff comes into
play here, too. Thicker layers make a stronger part while it is in the vat, but require slower
hser speeds to permit curing to deeper depths.
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Flgun 2-2: Support ShUctUreS

Many of these planning problem as well as other current SLA limitations can be minimlzed with
improvements In SLA hardware and resins. With ongoing development by 30 Systems, and other new
commercial ventures, there will be Improvements in laser speed and accuracy, the resolution in layer
thickness, suppott-structure requirements, dip-delays, and the allowable part sizes. Our goal is to
enhance the SLA pmcess by addressingthe CAD/CAM integrationissue by:
1. Creating etficiem slicing and vector generation algorithms which operate directly within the
unifying geoometric modeller "NOODLES", and
2. Using the NOODLES strumres, incoporate computer-aided process planners to help the

designer make the process dedsions to achieve the desired peffoormance.
The algorithm tor directly slicing design models and generating drawing vectors within the NOODLES
structure is described in this repod. me SIA planning system has not yet been devebped. However,
several software tools within NOODLES are desclibed which wiU fadlitate process planning and design
evaloatlon includingfeature extraction and verificatlon of geometric modlflcations.
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3. Sprayed Tooling

Tooling can be fabricated with arc spraying using appropriate substrate patterns. Examples which
demonstrate this process for fabricating injection molds using SLA patterns are described below and
compared with conventional pattern making techniques. The Combination of stereolithography with
thermal spraying provldes a tooling fabrication process which bullds directly upon prototype models.
These mdels are rapidly produced and the aMlity to modify them for spraying applications is straightforward.
The concept of sprayed metal tooling has been in existence for decades [8] and was initially based upon
flame spray technology. Flame spraying was relatively unsuccessful because the excessive heat
transferred to substrate patterns could easily dstort the model surface 1181. More recently, electric arc
spraying has been used successfuUy in commercial applicationsdue to its superior thermal efficiency and
minimized heat transfer to the substrate. The arc spray process, in Fwre 3-1, uses two spools of metal
wire which are fed to a spray gun where the wire tips form consumable electrodes. A high current is
passed through the electrcdes creating an arc which melts the wire tip. The molten particles are
atomized by a hah pressure air jet, dfrected at the tips, and are m l e r a t e d to hbh vebclties in the air
stream. These partkles strike the substrate surface where they flansn out and immediately solidify. In this
application. the sprayed m e d a l adheres to the substrate by mechanical bonding and forms a surface
Coating. Additional layers are deposited on the thin sudace caatin@s and lorn a thick metal shell where
interpalticla bonding is primarily metallurgical191. By using low melling point metals, such as zinc alloys,
the total thermal energy of the parlides as they impinge upon the substrate surlace is relatively bw.
Therefore SLA plastic substrates are not distorted by this process. The moUng air stream also helps to
prevent distortionof the plastic substrate.

Electrode

Feed Wire
'Arcgun

substrate
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Molten Metal Spray

Flgum 3-1: Eiectdc Arc Spraying
Figure 3-2represents a mss-8BClionaI view of a conventional machined injection mold for molding the
plastic piece also shown in the figure. The holes represent m o l i ~ e a t i n channels,
g
and the injection
geometry is that of a simple sprue gate. Alternatively, the fabricatlon steps for building a yxayed mold
using SLA patterns are depicted in Figure 3-3. The steps are:
STEP 1: Build SLA pattem used to make one mold half. This pattern is the complement of
the interior of this mold haw. In this example, the mold pattern incbdes the partial part shape,
a parting plane, and sprue gate.
STEP 2: Apply a water soluble release agem onto the plastic pattern. such as polyvinyl
alcohol (PVA), to fadstate separafion of metalfrom plastic.
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Standard M o l d
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Desired

Part

Flgure 3-2 ConventionalMold
STEP 3: Place a metal frame onto the pattern.

STEP 4: Spray metal onto the panem and around Inside edge of frame. Alloyed zinc
compositions are used for this paltlaJlar process because of their relatively low residual
stress. Sprayed shell thidtnesses are on the order of 1/16 to 1/4 Inches. Rne pattern details
are accurately replicated by this spray process.
STEP 5: Lay in place copper tubing for heatiw and cooling channels for the injedion mold
process. Additional injection mold components, such as prefabn'Medejector pln assemblies
(not shown), can be added in STEP 1and sprayed in place in STEP 4.
STEP 6: Pour in a backing material to support the mela shell. Typical backing materials
include epoxy with aluminurnshot.
STEP 7: Separate the substrate pattern from the mold hall. This is facilitated by dissolving
the PVA Inwater. This conpletes the fabricationof the first mold half.

STEP 8 Wrth SLA, build a model of the whote part to be molded, indoding runners and
gates, and insert the model into the first mold hall. This forms the pattern for Spraying the
second mold hall.
0 STEP 9: The second mold hall is completed by repeating Sleps 2 through 7.
The mold fabrication is completed by removingthe SLA insert.

With these steps, we have fabricated the injection mold in Figure 3-4for making a polyethylene turbine
blade. This example is interesting because of this shape's cot~&xity and useful since molded plastic
blades can be used for rnaklng castings for metal blades. This tool also includes a nonplanar parting
surface and a complex runner system. The fabrication of this tool requires three SLA mold patterns,
r e is sprayed
shown in Fqure 3-5, which can be built concurrently in the vat. The first pattern in F i ~ ~3-5
to make the first hall of the mold. In Contrast to the planar parting surface in the first example, the blade
mold requires a non-planar parting surface to permit ejectbn of the molded blade from the tool. To create
this pattern, the computer models of the blade and runner are embedded into the parting plane model in
Figure 3-6 using simple union O ~ W ~ ~ A
O major
K.
advantage of using SLA to create spray patterns is
demonstrated by this nonplanar parting plane example. Conventional methods of preparing spray
patterns indude partially embedding a complete prototype model of the part into melted paraffin or wax.
When the paraffin, for example, cools lt forms a planar parting surlace around the remaining partial pari
shape. With this approach It is difticult to sculpt nonplanar sudaces. Other approaches, which build up
parting planes with sheet wax, clay, or plaster, am tedous and difficult. Machining complex patterns is
time consuming and expensive. With SLA it is straightIorwardto build complex patterns, along with the full
prototype models, using computerized modeling. An additional advantage of SLA is that it is
straighifoiwardto include the runner system in these models.

a

(6) Backing Material
(4) Sprayed Metal

-7

7

\

r (5)

Copper Tubing

I

(2) P.V.A.
( I ) s.L.A.

Plastic

r (8)

(9) Repeat Steps (2) to (6) 2

Flgure 3-3: Sprayed Tool Process

Insert S.L.A.

Part
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Flgum 3-4: Sprayed Turbine Blade Mold

Once the first hall of the mold is completed, the initial pattern is removed and SLA models of the blade
with tab gates and the runner with the injection sprue gate are inserted into the mold cavities. The
process is then repeated to build the second mold half.

3.1 Limitations
It has been estimated [8,14, 181 that there can be an order 01 magnitude reduction in the both the cost
and time for producing injection mold tooling by thermal spraying in coqarison with conventional
machining methods. A reasonable assumption is that similar savings could alSo be realized for
manufacturingother types of tooling such as forming dies or EDM electrodes. The question ahses: Why
hasn't the use of sprayed metal tooling proliferated considering these poteniial savings? There are
several reasons:
Zinc For Prototypes And Small Batch Appllcatlons: Alloyed zinc is the only metal which
is commercially successful for the fabrication of sprayed tooling using the aforementioned
steps. More involved spray processes for steel deposition have been described [22], and
there are repons thal a handful of shops have built sprayed steel tools.
During the spraying process, a temperature difference exists between the solid cooled layers
and the freshly deposited hot layers. This thermal interlace is subject to shear stress that
becomes locked into the metal as residual stress. Because the net tensile forces are
proportional to Ihe deposit thickness, the maximum thickness that can be deposited is
limited, since residual stress can lead to both separation of the metal from the substrate and
to metal failure under load. m e residual stress is in part correlated to the metal's melting
point and Young's modulus. Useful thicknesses of zinc can be deposited because it has a
relatively low melting point and Young's modulus. Also, with the low melting point zinc there
is relatively little heat transfer to the substrate as the molten particles strike the substrate
surface, thus minimizing distortion 01 the plastic sutiace. In contrast. the higher melting point
and Young's modulus of appropriate steel compositions has limited their use for sprayed
tooling.
Zinc-based tools are relatively soft and are used primarily in prototyping and low-batch
production applications. Their use in some bw-stress applications, such as reaction injection
molding, is possible on a higher-batch production basis. Prototype tooling is valuable for
several reasons including making several hundred prototype parts for marketing and
customer evaluation and for preliminary part testing. They are also useful for helping to
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A. P a t t o r n

8.

for first mold half

Innorts for second mold half

Figure 5 5 : SLA Mold Patterns
evaluate tool design (e.g. to assess gate locations in the runner syslem) before committing to
the more costly and long lead-time machinedsteel tool. Still, the sprayed tool process should
be extended to fabricating steel tools with stronger backing materials H this technology is to
play a more signHicant role in the manufacturing indusby by providing production quality
tooling.
Dlfficulty In Making Panems: The time and cost of making complex patterns with
conventional machining is roughly the same as directly machining a tool. The benefits of
sprayed tooling, including its speed and relatively low costs, are lost with conventional
pattemmaking techniques. Improved pattemmaking abilities. such as provided for by
shaping deposition fabrication, should be pursued.
Poor Pmcess Control: The sprayed tool process is currently limned to manual spraying by
a skilled technician who must adjust process parameters such as arc votlage, wire leed rate,
and air pressure, as well as control the gun motion relative lo the substrate. Errors in the
technician’s judgment, operator fatigue, and poor spray technique yield poDr quality tooling.
The difiicutlies in quality control are accentuated when spraying large shapes which n 1 . 1lake
~
days to spray. Further, a syslematic study of spray parameters in relation to the stimiural
quality of sprayed metal shells lor tooling applications has not been reported in the Iiki.ilure.
Therefore methods and strategies to achieve consistent and predictable process
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FIQW 36: Parting Plane Model

pedormance must be developed.
Hard To Spray Corteln Shapes: The m y gun should ideally be aimed so that the
trajectories 01 the atomized metal parlides are close to the substrate’s surface normals. This
assures maximal splattering of the molten particles. There are part designs with geometric
features which makes it difficult to spray these parts and satisfy this condition. Particles
which strike the sudace tangentially (e.g. greater than about 45 degrees from the normal) do
not sufficiently splatter, resulting in either poor adheslon, increased p o w , or ovenpray.
For example spraying concave surfaces with small aped r a t i i (e.g. holes with small
diameter-todepVI ratios) is difficult, if not Impossible, dnce parIiies tend to strike the steep
sidewalls at m e arrgles and bounce off into the hole. Therefore alternative strategies and
technologies should be investlgated to extend the scope of geometrles which can be
effectively sprayed.

Several areas of research should be investigated lo address these issues. We have identified and
demonstrated the use of SIA for rapidly fabricating the complex mold paltern. Another element is to
incorporate robotic spraying, ddven by an off-line path planner, which uses expert knowledge. The use of
robotk automation has several ramifications. It will faciCtate pmcess control by its consislent and tireless
performance and it can be easily integrated with sensory feedback (eq. temperature measurement) for
additional on-line conlrol. We believe that the ability to reliably spray steel will require such tight process
control. Complex shapes need tightly controlled spray trajectories. Robotic spraying will faaliiate these
trajectories. On-line trajectory planning based on design models will not require tedious teach-by showing
operations, and the incorporation01 expert rules to formulate spray strategies has the potentialto achieve
optimal spray pedormance. This repon presents a framework for the robotic spray planning system.

3.1.1 Integration
An issue of general c o w m for manufacturing is that tooling fabrication processes are not dosely
coupled to the design and prototyping stages of the manufacturing sequence. We are developing a
system for manufmting sprayed tooling which addresses these cowems by closely coupling
prototyping and fabrication and linking them to the part design process. In this report, several of the
system components have already been identified. These include a tool fabrication process that combines
stereoliihography with thermal spraying: the stereoliihography parts are prototype parts, while the same
computer models are easily modified to become mold or die patterns which are sprayed to make tooling.
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Another system component is the use of robotic spraying with spray paths planned drsctly from design

models and using knowledge of the spray prwess requirements. Robotic spraying is presented in
Chapter 5.
In conventlonal sprayed tool manufacture, the knowledge of and planning for the process has rested
solely in the arc spray job-shop. Once the spray technician receives the tool order, he may identify
design features which make spraying difficult. For example, he may ask the part designer to add fillets,
break comers, or change aspect ratios to assure quality of deposited metal. Similar concerns have been
identified for the molding process itself. These design iterations are tirneconsumlrg and costly. To
reduce the number of iterations, parts should be designed for rnanufacturablstyby providing feedback to
the designer about the ramifications of part geometry on the spraying and mlding processes. Some of
the rodeling aspwts of this issue are discussed below.

We feel the key to successful integration is to provide a modeling environment in which design,
descripUon of prototype models, and manufactudng methods are uniformly treated. In the next chapter
this uniform mcdelng environment is discussed.
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4. NOODLES MODELING

me representationalrequirementsfor modeling systems, including the levels of abstraction,the nature of
the analyses, and the geometric manipulations, vary with the context of the model's use. In CAD/CAM
applications, the models for design, analysis and evaluation, and fabrication are quite different for each
subsystem. In typical systems rumerous modeling environments are incorporated to satisfy the
requirements of each subsystem. An approach which incorporates several different modeling
environments has several drawhacks. First, it is error-prone and inefficient simodels must be
transformed between each separate environment. Second, norrunlform data structures make the
soflware difficult to manage. Finally, it Is not easily extendible to new system applications which may
require a mixture of the attributes of dfferent environments. To address these problems, our
manufacturingsystem is built upon a geometric modeling environment, NOODLES [lo], where subsystem
models share a Common representationaland manipulation scheme.
The following examples demonstrate some of the diverse modeling requirements for this CAD-based
manufacturingsystem:
The user designlng a part should be allowed to select the appropriate modeling description
paradigm depending upon the Immediate need. For exanple, designs, at tlmes, can best be
synthesized using Constructive solid geometry, while at others, sweeping bwer dimensional
elements, such as curves and surfaces, into solid representations produce more satisfactory
results.
The SLA process planner must convert solid models into an ordered set of 2-112 D crosssections (i. e. cross sections with an associated depth or thickness) and span these crosssections with appropriate drawing vectors. This operation inherently involves working
simultaneously in several dimensions since one generates planes from soEd models, and
then vectors, or Cne segments, from the planes. Also, the analysis of the injection molding
process with finite element methods requires the transformationof the solid model into 2-112
dimensional meshes.
The robotic spray planner operates with yet other abstractions. Grids are projected onto the
object's shell to produce srrlface patches which are analyzed for spraying action. In turn, the
spraying actions are modeled as curvilinear paths which sweep the relevant portions of the
tool geometry into volumes for Interferencetesting. At this level, assessing the Interference
is not constrained to be intersections between solids, but also intersections between surfaces
and surfaces, or surfaces and solids.

One difficulty in mdfying a part's geometry is the challenge of maintainingthe part's validity
during the modification. This problem appears in all operatins that modify a part. such as
those that aker a part's draft angles to make it better for injection molding. For illustration, a
solid represented by a cube with a pyramid on top is valid. If the geometry is rodiffled by
pushing the vertex of the pyramid into the cube, the solid remains valid, until the vertex is
pushed through the bottom of the cube. At that time, the solid has been modified into a
non-valid object. New edges and vertices must be added to the part's representation to
account for those created by the intersection of the pyramid and the bottom of the cube.
Precisely the same situation may arise when changing the slopes of a part's sides to
increase draft angles, or ak3finQ features to make the pari more marvlfacturable in other
ways.
Features are the most complex level of abstraction for this system. A feature is defined as
any geometric form or entity that is used in reasohng in one or more design or manufacturing
acbivities[2]. The spray planning system, for example. needs to extract convex corner
features from the geometric descriptions in order to properly aim the spray to avoid
overspray. The injection mold evaluator needs to identify rib features to analyze them for
sufficient taper. And, an SLA planner needs to identify overhangs and ledges, for example,
for support s t ~ ~ tdesign.
~re
Geometric modeling can be perfomd at various levels, such as wire-frame, surface. or solid modeing.

i

The previous examples suggest that all levels are required in the system. Anhough solid modeling
approaches have the richest information, the representation of lower level elements such as lines and
surlams is not explicit. Furthermore. operations provided within solid modeling approaches do not apply
when non-solid elements are used. The ideal geometric modeling system should uniformly represent
non-homogeneous (i.e. mixed dimensions) elements such as lines, surfaces, and solids. The modeling
operations between these mn-homogeneous elements should be defined in a manner that is
independent of the dimensionality.
NOODLES offers an environment where non-homogeneouselements are uniformly represented. Since
NOODLES is based on a boundary representationapproach, the topology is necessarily non-manifoldin
order to represent the mn-homogeneous elements consistently. All such elements are conceived as

point sets which are open in their respective dimensions. Furthennore, geometric models are
represented as a mllection of these open sets which are mutually exclusive and collectively exhaustive.
Hence, every geometric model is a thorough and non-overlapping categorizationof the modeling space.
The non-manifoldtopologicalframework keeps track of the adjacencies betweenthese point sets.

me fundamental operation in NOODLES is the merging of different models into one model where the
space is recategorized into disjoint and exhaustive point sets with proper inheritance with respect to the
original models. When this fundamental operation is executed, all point set manipulations such as
interior, closure, and boolean operations can be trivially perlomd. The implications of this approach
include defining volumes by adding surlaces, and realizing boolean operations between elements of any
dimensionality. Furthermore. this approach makes full use of the non-regular nature of boolean
operations rather than enforcing regulaay.
One example which uses the non-regular operations is the planning of the stereolithography process.
The first step is to obtain the cmss-sectionsof the object. These sections are obtained from the boolean
intersection between the object and a stack of planar f m s that are appropriately spaced. As is shown in
Figure 4-1, the result of this nowregular operatlon is a collection of ass-sections. Identificationof the
interior and skin-fill areas can also be achieved with set operations. The intersedion between the
projections of contiguous cross-sections identifies the interior area; the differences between these crosssections produce the skin-fill areas as illustrated in Figure 4-2. Finally, the vectors to be scanned by the
laser are obtained by intersecting appmpfiate grids with the porlions of the cross-sedion. For example.
as shown in Figure 4 9 , the interior area of a cross-section is is intersected w#h a cross-hatch grid. The
object bwndaries for the l a m are quickly found from the perimetersof the cross-sections.

Figure 4-1 : S6dng with NOODLES
The result of using NOODLES to generate grids for robotic path planning is depicted in Figure 4 4 . The
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Flgure 4 2 : Locatingskin-fills and interiorswith NOODLES

Model of vectors

(Intersection)

Interior

Vectors for the interior

Flgure 4-3: Vector generation with NOODLES
grids are defined by the perimeters of the intersection of the surface boundary of the object with two
perpendicular sets of stacks of planar faces.

Flgure 4-4: Grids generated with NOODLES
A feature extraction algorithm is also being developed which automatically recognizes form features of
objects represented in NOODLES [16]. This algorithm, uses a graph grammar to describe and recognize
shape features. based on an augmented topology of the modeled objects which contain these features.
The NOODLES representation provides the information for construction of the augmented topology
graphs. These graphs constitute the search space for the recognition of the subgraphs which correspond
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to the features. In injaion molding, features like ribs and bosses are recognized in this manner
Once a feature is recognized by mapping the descriptive subgraph into the object graph, various regimes
in the subgraph are also identifiedwith their counterparts in the sulface model. The relevant attributesfor
a feature can thus be evaluated by refening to the actual representation. For instance, the draft angle
attributes of the rib features in an injection molded part is very relevant for assessing ejectabiliiy. When a
rib is recognized by identifying certain surfaces on the object with the opposing sides of the rib. the draft
angle can be computed using the geometric information in the model.

Once attributes of a parl are identified, such as the draft angle of a rib, it is possible to use NOODLES
operations to modify the geometry and improve the part’s manufacturability. One danger, though. is that
a model may become in-valid while modifying the geometry. The merge operation within NOODLES is
used to re-validate the models. The difficutty occurs at two levels: geometry may be altered that changes
the basic topology assumptions of the object (that is, faces may no longer be planar), and secondly,
laces. edges. or vertices may be moved into intersdon by the geometry alterations. The first problem
can happen when only one vertex on a four sided planar face is moved to. say, improve draft angle: the
face becomes non-planar. The second problem, self-Intersection, can occur at any time when geometry
is modifiedfor manufacturability reasons.
The re-validating operation operates in two stages. First, new edges are mated to break non-linear
faces into several planar faces. Forcing the entire model, for exarrlple, to have only triangular facets
satisfies the first difficulty.Secondly, the model is separatedinto component topological entities, and then
re-merged into the single model. During this process, the merge operation automatically creates new
nodes and edges to account for intersecting edges or faces. In practice, this operation is expensive, but
certain adjacency data Inthe model can be used to speed the process in future implementations.

,
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5. Robotic Spraying
me need to accurately execute spray paths based on expert know led^ and to consistently repeat
operations makes a robotic system essential in the rapid tool manufacturing domain. Arc spraying
robots [15,191 currently provide repeatability in surface coating applications. However, the spray paths
are mawally generated with a teach pendant for all but the simplest of part geometries. Automated and
intelligent decision making capabilities, using design models and expert knowledge for off-line path
generation, are absent from these systems.
Automated thermal spraying requires the scheduling of the arc spray parameters and the selection of the
robot trajectoty. The arc parameters include: arc voltage, wire feed rate, atomizing gas pressure,
atomizing gas type, wire diameter, and nozzle geometry. Because the number of parameters is high, an
experimentaltestbed is crucial to systematically study how these parameters individually and as a whole
affectshell quality. In the domain of surface coating applications, statistical methods exist to tune the
thermal spray process parameters to produce optimal waling quality 1211. Extending the optimization to
include the robot tmjectoty provides added dimensions to the pfoblem which have not been addressed
before. This chapter focuses on the lrajectory planning issues and mtion optimization. Planning in the
workspace involves determining the relative path of the spray on the part; feature-based path planning is
identified as one approach. Robot trajectory optimization is then presented, involving transforming the
workspace paths into the robot's joint coordinates as well as detedning optimal flxtudng and part
locatbns.

5.1 Path Planning
Arc parameters directly affect the sprayed shell quality [20]. of equal importance is the path of the gun.
For example, consider the phenomenonof overspray as shown in FrpUre 5-1. Particle trajectories should
align with the surface normals to assure maximal splattering of the mlten particles. As the angle of
impingement increases, that is as the angle between the particle trajectory and the surface normal
increases, shell quality degrades. Alter some cdtical Impingement angle, 0, the pattides bounce off the
surface as wasled overspray or become entrapped in the shell reducing its strength. While e, is a
function of the spray parameters, e,-% degrees has been used as a ruled-thumb [SI. The amount of
overspray generated Is therefore dependent upon the gun orientation relative to the part surface. The
following examples illustrate how this informationcan be accounted for in planning.

Direction of
Gun Motion

CrPical Angle

of Impingement

Divergence Angle
of Spray
Leading Edge

Flgun bl: Overspray
First consider a simple planning algorithm, where the spray path is defined by a grid on the surface of the
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workpiece. Generating such a grid was demonstrated in chpater 4. In this algodthm, the spray gun iS
oriented normal to the surface and follows each line of the grid with a constant standoff distance. We
refer to this strategy as the surface-normaltracking strategy. To analyze the ovenpray performance of
this strategy, consider the convex corner of the cross section shown in Figure 5-2A. 9 is defined as the
spray divergence angle. There is no overspray as long as all of the spray hits a flat surface, the gun axis
is perpendicular to the flat surface, and eS9,. However, this strategy produces overspray on both the

vertical and horizontal surfaces as the gun negotiates the comer.

n

(A)

(B)
1.

Figuro 5-2: Spray paths
An altemive two-step sirateoy shown in Figure 5-28ellmlnates oversprey for thls palllcular example.

As the gun approaches the corner it Is oriented so that the traisng edge of the spray cone makes an
incident angle of 9,. As the leading edge starts traversingthe wwed surface, its incldent angle increases
and spraying is stopped when it becomes 9,. At this time both the leadrtg and the trailing edges make
incident angles ot 9, so there is no overspray on any surface. The gun is then reoriented so that the
leading edpe makes an incident angle of e, with the vellical surface, and repositionedso that the trailing
edge makes an incident angle of 9, with the wrved surface. Spraying is restarted from this position and
proceeds down the vertical surface.
These two strategies demonstrate spray planning for a simplified two dimensional case. In practice,
strategies will have to be synthesized which account for the Interaction of the spray cone with three
dimensional and more cornpiex shapes, and which address a range of spray performance requlrements.
However, these examples demonstrate one important result. Although both strateghs are based on the
geometry of the object, the hner also considers process imitations. Within a framewok based on the
combination of geometry and process, a supador strategy was developed. The cases where this strategy
applies can be identified by recognizingthe comer feature where the overspray condition exists. Finding
the critical corners can be done by algebraically searching the path for the overspray condition.
Alternately, the search algorithm can be changed by explicitly identiing the features. Then feature-based
planning can provide two advantages. First, o m the features are identiiied, spray problem areas are
quickly found. Secondly, successful strategies, predetermined for each feature, can quickly be
incorporatedinto the plan.

Features of interest to the spray process, such as comers, depressions, and protrusions, are rarely of
interest to the designer in initial design stages. Furlhermore the interactionof features associatedwith the
primitive shapes used to build up a design produces new unexpected features as well as destroys the
original features. Therefore while the known features of some primitive shapes may be retained for
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specific design applications, feature extraction is required in a robust system. The capabiiity to define and
extract three dimensional features is being developed within the NOODLES environment [16] as outlined
in chapter 4.
There are particular cases in the sprayed tool process where features may be taOged ahead of time to
simplny planning. For this, NOODLES permits hbels and attributes for each topological element. For
example. adherence of the first few sprayed layers is improved by spraying rougher areas first. In our
process, the inside of the frame (Step 3.Figure 3-3)Is roughened, and these surfaces can be labeled as
‘rough’. The planner could then use a strategy which first deposlts a few layers around the Inside of the
frame and then spray from there onto the parling plane surface.
One goal of our research is to Identify a useful set of features for spray planning and to develop effective
spray strategies for them. The complexity of this spray process and Is interactions with part geometry
mandates process modeCngbased on experimentation and enpiricai observation to achieve this goal.

5.2 Robotlc Trajectory Optlmlzatlon
In our spray system there are 12 robotic degrees-of-freedom (DOF) including: a 6 DOF robot. a 1 DOF
s e w turntable upon which the womece sits, 2 DOFs to specify the placement of the workpiece on the
table, 2 DOFs to kcate the turntable in the wolkspace, and 1 DOF to orient the turntable. The robot and
turntable are simultaneously moved in a coordinated fashion during spraying, while the remaining DOFs
are chosen for a particular part and fixed during spraying.
The spray paths must be mapped into these 12 DOFs. This is a nonttivial problem because the 12 DOFs
are redundant; there are no unique solutions. The spray paths are specified by 5 DOFs slnce rotation
about the gun axis does not change a conical spray pattern. We are app4ying an existing robotic welding
path optimizer [13]to find an optimal solution by defimng a cost fundion of the 12 DOFs and minimizing it
for the particular spray path. Some examples of optin-iration include n-iWnizlng robot joint sweeps and
changes in velocity. The former albws the robot to work in more constrained areas. The latter helps to
reduce motion emr.
Optimization schemes can be local or global. Local schemes use the current joint positions and the
direction to move, while global schemes use the information about the whole path. Local optimizations
suffer from the shortsighted nature of the approach, but are relalively computationally inexpensive;
whereas the reverse is true for plobal optimization. In fact, the computatiinai expenses of the latter
approach make it a necessarily off-line strategy. Hemmetie’s optimizer 1131 is a gbbal position-based
approach. This algorithm operates with a set of points along the path instead of a function describing the
continuous path. The cost function is a function of the robot jcint positions at each point. Constraints on
robot motion, defined in joint coordnates, such as keeping the joints away from some predetermined
limits, can be incorporated in this optimization in a straightfoiward manner. If the constraint functions are
dependent on derivatives of the position, such as veloGity and acceleration, a finite dWerence
approximationis used to incorporatethem inthis algorithm.
Trajectory planning must also address obstacle avoidance, in Cartesian coordinates, due to the finite
dimensions of a spray hood. A hood, which the robot reaches into during spraying, and exhaust system
are required to trap and to collect the dust particles of the overspray. An extension to the current
trajectory planner will accOunt for the hood spatial constraints within the cost function of the optimization
scheme. The approach being considered is to model the robot and the obstacles with simple primitives
and to determine the closest distance betweenthe robot and the obstade at each point. The cost function
will incorporate this distance to keep it above a lim‘ting minimum.
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6. Discussion
This report presents a framework for a rapid tool manufacturing system based upon the integration of
stereolithographyand thermal spraying. These FI'ccesses are parliculaarly well suited for building complex
shapes. The basic fabrication processes have been demonstrated experimentally, the system issues
have been identified, and our current research directions have been outlined including automated
spraying and geometric modeling. A testbed is being built within this framework. The extension of this
system to superior prototype tools and productionquality tooling will require research and development
into steel-based sprayed tools. The realization ol a complete system will also require R8D in several
other areas including: improved spray gun designs, more accurate SLA parts, process planning for
shaping deposition processes, robust 3D feature extraction, and CAD tools for evaluating design
manufacturability.
High-volume productionquality marwrfacturing and prototype tools used for hiQh impact loading
applications, such as stampillg, require steel tooling. This requires not only the capability to spray steel
shells, kR also to develop complimentary bacldng materials. These matedals must have matching
coeffidents of thermal expandon with steel, and have sufficient ruggedness and strength. This backing
requirement may be extremely difkuit to achieve for mass productin tools requiring tens-of-thousandsof
loading cycles and hiQh impact resistance. An incremental approach would be to first develop backing
materials for low-batchproduction steel tools. Such tools would have several advantages:
1. Die designs prototyped in zinc-based alloys, including those oonventiinally machined from
Kirksite, often do not adequately predict the performance of their machined steel
counterparts. Surface frictional and thermal characteristics differ tor these materials. The
machined steel dies must then be further iterated to achieve acceptable performance. This
process is costly and time consuming. Sprayed steel prototype tools would more accurately
predict the performance of machined steel tools and would whce the number of
redesiglYrefabricationiteratiins.
2. If sprayed steel tools could be made ondemand and inexpensively and also be able to

withstand thousands of cycles, then multiple tools could be produced as needed for use in
pnxbdion. This gives the advantage of quicker response to matket demands.
Our initial experimentations h m that 420 stainless steel, for example, can be deposited onto SLA parts
without distorting the plastic. The spraying process for steel, however, is less forgiving than for zinc.
Therefore, robotic spraying seems to be critical to re/iab/y and m & t e n # y spray steel. One significant
challenge for steel spraying Will be to find a release agent which meets the needs of withstandingthe heat
of the molten spray, of Wng strong enough to hoM the sprayed metal In the presence of considerable
stress, and of releasing after spraying. Release agents, currently proprietary, exist which begin to satisfy
these requirements.
Another awoach to fabricatlng productionquality tooling is to use electric dlschaw machining (EDM) to
form highquality steel dies. The EDM process can be enhanced for forming complex shapes by first
manufacturingthe EDM electrodes using the S W t h e m l spray system concept to reduce the costs and
lime to produce the electmdes. The process would include: build an SLA die pattern of the complement
of Ihe desired EDM shape, add a frame and then spray the die pattern with copper, insert electrode
conductor wire, and Rnalty back up the copper shell. Multiple elecmdes are typically required for
roughlng and then for fine detail arid can quidtly be made with spray in^.
For 'hard to spray shapes" there are a number of possible drections to pursue. While the accurate airing
capabibty of robotic spraying will be helpful, the abiaty to spray concave shapes with small aspect ratios
('3.0. Mlall deep holes) is still limited by the divergence of particles from the spray gun and and the
limitation of spraying along the line of sight. New gun nozzle designs which pmduce narrower spray
patterns would helpful. The tradeoff as the spray beam narrows may be in-flight coalescance of the
palticles deterioratingspray performame. A systematic approach to gun nozzle design remains a fruitful
area of research which has yet to be addressed in the literature. Arc gun "ins4de-diameteV extensions
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are available which deflect the spray at approxlinately 90 degrees to the gun axis and are used for
spraying inside vessels, cylinders, and convex shapes. However, these adaptors are currently limited to a
minimum opening of about two inches. For shapes which will be impossibleto spray. metal inserts will be
required. In addition to equipment improvements, the design system should aocaunt for "hard to spray
shapes" by having up-to-date knowledge of the spray capabilities. Such a system should give feedback
to the part designer a b u t the manufacturing process ramifications of part geometry prior to the
fabrication stage. Our system will build upon ongoing research, at Carnegie Mellon, on design for
manufacturing [5].
The current accuracy of SLA parts is on the order of 0.010inches while surface texture is dependent on
the building orientation. Additional postprocesing, such as carefully sanding and grinding the part, is

therefore required for making accurate and smooth mold patterns. Since stereolithographyis so new, we
expect rapid in-provements as the equipment and resins evolve with broadening commercial competition.
Even with such improvements, process planning for stereolithography, remains crucial. The consistency
of the parts they build is dependent upon deveropifg formaYzed appmaches to assist programmers in
finding optimal parameter sets. Basing process planning on classical optimization schemes, by defining
cost-functionsand using numerical search techniques to find optimal sets, is one possiMe approach. For
example, when the designer is creating an SLA part and deciding upon part orientation, slice thicknesses,
and support strudures, tradeoffs must generally be made between part build time, sudace appearance,
part dimensional accuracy, and postprocessingrequirements. The goals of minimum build time, excellent
part quality, and minimm post processingfrequently conflict, so their relative importance lo a particular
application can be weighted in a performance index as a function of the SLA parameters.
The shaping deposition processes are highly dependent upon geometry and effective process planning
should also incorporate Qeometdcfeature information. This approach has already been demonstrated for
robot path planning. Another example Lncludes the use of features b help select candiite orientations
for SLA buildng to narrow the search space in a numerical search scheme. For example, the system
might identify cylindrical shapes and Include candidate orientations, in the optimization set, which align
the cylindrical axis' in zdirecbion of the SLA vat to achieve smooth surface appearance for these shapes.
Further, CAD-based support structure design could Incorporate feature-based planning by associating
preselected support struclures with design features such as ledges and overhangs. The developmentof
robust feature extraction algorithms for these planning systems remains a challenge. The approach by
Pinilla (161 is one possible solution.
In conclusion, we feel that a testbed based on stereolithography and thermal spraying integrated in a
unifying CAD environment will help prove the promse of timely and cost-effective tool manufacture.
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